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FIN514—Corporate Finance Theory
Tentative Outline and Reading List

1 Objective

This course is designed to provide a basic understanding and recent developments of quantitative
(or so-called “structural”) modeling in corporate finance. Topics include e.g. corporate financial
policy, corporate investment policy, interactions between financing and investment policies, and
mergers and acquisitions, etc. The course will discuss the economic determinants of each of these
policies and examine dynamic models to quantitatively analyze these policies. The course will also
examine research on the interfaces of asset pricing and some of these corporate policies.

2 Course Material

There is no required textbook. Readings will be based on articles. Reading assignments will follow
the sequence below. Papers followed by an asterisk (*) are strongly recommended and covered
during lectures. The readings shown below are nearly all available for free on the web (e.g., from
JSTOR, SSRN, or the journal’s site, or the author’s own site). Participants can easily locate most
of them using Google Scholar. If the reading is an unpublished working paper, take note of the
precise date of the draft assigned and make sure to read that one.

3 Format and Grading

Each participant is required to accomplish the following:

1. Write a referee report on one of the papers listed below (I will probably define a reduced list).
If needed, I can provide some guidance for structuring an acceptable referee report.

2. Present one of the proposed papers (see list below) that is not followed by an asterisk (*).
The presentation should place particular emphasis on the theoretical modeling environment
and the empirical implications. Crucially, there should be a replication or verification of
the paper’s main results. Finally, it should also propose other potential applications of the
modeling environment, leading to 3. below. The presentation should take about 45 minutes.

3. Present a proposal for an original research project. The proposal should specify the research
question, sketch the modeling environment, list the intended contributions, and, if tests of the
predictions can be conducted, then also the potential empirical methods and data sources.
The presentation should take at least 30 minutes (no detailed literature review required).

Note: The paper projects (steps 2 and 3) can be undertaken by groups of 2 students. Obviously,
though, groups need to meet higher standards for a given grade than individual students. Finally,
participants are encouraged to follow up on the original research projects and turn them into
full-fledged papers. This is, however, not a requirement for successful participation in the course.

4 Dates for Meetings

The course are in August 2011; exact dates and times are to be determined. Lectures and student
presentations are three-hour events; exact duration depends also on the number of participants.


